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Across

1 Isolate fellow 
holding marsupial 
(6)

5 Exercise authority, 
ultimately ruling 
over foremost of 
nation (6)

10 Hasten back to 
observe very 
famous dancer (7)

11 Can king following 
operational 
research attempt to 
establish location? 
(4,3)

12 Moves slowly in 
unfinished board 
game (6)

15 Whipped starter of 
broth consumed (6)

16 Material for 
clothing heroine of 
Gone with the Wind 
it's said (7)

17 Cereal you might 
sow wildly (4)

18 Squander belauded 
from time to time 
(4)

19 Cochineal pigment 
in vehicle 
belonging to me (7)

20 Prickly bush 
became higher (4)

22 Run fast changing 
direction and duck 
(4)

25 Circus performer, 
whale rising -
almost crazy (7)

27 Clumsy old 
American swimmer 
(6)

28 Movable barrier 
round limits of 
miserable cell (6)

31 True air about 
ancient state (7)

32 Pantomime 
character's a liberal 
adult graduate (3,4)

33 Confused enemy 

circling leader of 
Zionists becomes 
catalyst (6)

34 These future flyers 
regularly inhabit 
Andes (6)

Down

2 Fruit company 
tense following 
month lacking sales 
essentially (7)

3 Skittish or sexy 
African creatures 
(6)

4 North American 
very disheartened 
fleet (4)

5 Group of antique 
precious metal 
articles (4)

6 Very strong and 
powerful, not 
originally native 
flower (6)

7 Unusually tearful 

contradiction of 
statement (7)

8 Dog I'd nicked 
turns up holding 
tropical plant (6)

9 Fruit's nothing to 
rage about, 
primarily noxious 
(6)

13 Singular 
disadvantage 
involving runs for 
player without a 
handicap (7)

14 After incomplete 
felony, offspring 
blush with 
embarrassment (7)

15 Humbly ask about 
article with soul, 
item for use in 
children's games (7)

20 Give access again 
with regard to work 
space (6)

21 Food colouring 
somewhat causes 
affront (7)

23 Corrupt dealer 
accepting money 
for gem (7)

24 Sideways drift of 
upset small boat 
circling eastern 
Spain (6)

25 Husband leaving 
receptacle for 
cigarette ends in 
wrong place (6)

26 Some insist a hit is 
a Pacific island (6)

29 Worn out horse in 
Germany - yes, half 
dead (4)

30 Showing affection 
rub against young 
animal (4)


